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March 26,:1990

> .. 3F0390-13
.

'U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commissiony
Attention: Document Control' Desk
Washington, D..C. 20555-

. Subject: Crystal River Unit 3 -
Docket No. 50-302
Operating License No. DPR-72
Licensee Event Report No. 89-033-01

Dear Sir:'
'

- Enclosed is'a supplement to Licensee Event Report (LER) 89-033 which was
previously submitted in accordance with 10 CFR 50.73. This supplement is

' ,

-being submitted to provide _ the results of an' evaluation performed to 1

identify potential Engineered Safeguards-(ES):480 volt equipment damage,,

| which might have occurred as a result of a prior degraded 4160 volt bus
'' event.>

1

Should there be any questions, please contact this office.
,

!

Sincerely,

t
^ *

G. L. Boldt'

L .Vice. President, Nuclear Production

L WLR: mag
.

Enclosure 1

|. xc:4 Regional-Administrator, Region II .i
Senior Resident Inspector i
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1

- Crystal River Unit 3 was in MODE 5 (COLD SHUTDOWN) replacing a faulted
Engineered Safeguards (ES) transformer. On September 8e 1989, during the :

design review of the replacement 480 Volt transformer, design engineers
discovered that the Second Level Undervoltage Relay (SLUR) system setpoint for
the Engineered Safeguards buses was not conservative. The setpoint had been
calculated without considering the voltage drop between the Engineered
Safeguards Motor Control Centers and their associated loads. The setpoint !

'
L calculated to correct this problem was initially set too high. An ES
'

actuation while supplying normal plant loads would have caused a spurious |
separation from the offsite power supply. These errors were caused by I

personnel error.
|
1

| The SLUR setpoint was recalculated con::idering the voltage drops and the |spurious separation issue and changed on October 9, 1989. Additionally, 1

Florida Power will be revalidating the major safety related ES bus
calculations.

|
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EVENT DESCRIPTION:
1

| As a result of a transformer fault on August 28, 1989, Crystal River Unit 3 (CR-
| 3) was replacing the A 480 Volt Engineered Safeguards (ES) transformer [ED,XFMR].

The new replacement transformer had a slightly higher impedance. The higher .

impedance of the replacement transformer decreased the secondary side voltage
for a given primary side voltage. This affected the calculations used to *

determine the ~Second Level Undervoltage Relay [EB,27] (SLUR) setpoint.
Therefore, the architectural engineering firm, Gilbert Commonwealth, Inc. (GCl),
performed a review to assess the effect of the impedance change. On August 30,
1989, GCI informed Florida Power (FPC) that the SLUR setpoint was not high enough i

to positively assure sufficient terminal voltage at the end devices. During the '

installation of the replacement transformer on August 31, 1989, the primary
voltage tap was changed from 4160 volts to 4055 volts effectively increasing the
voltage on the secondary side while calculations to determine a conservative
setpoint were performed.

At 1500 on September 8,1989, after utility engineering review of the engineering
and licensing files related to SLUR, FPC concluded the SLUR setpoint for both
ES buses was inadequate. CR-3 was in MODE 5 (COLD SHUTDOWN) at the time and
immediate actions were not necessary. A four hour notification was made to the
NRCper-10CFR50.72(b)(2)(i).

On October 1, -1989 FPC completed a conservative calculation of the voltage
drops and established a new SLUR setpoint of 3941 volts. During further review, _ i

the design engineer determined the new setpoint was too high. The 3941 volt
setpoint would have caused spurious separation from the offsite power supply if
an ES actuation occurred while power. sources were also supplying the normal plant
loads. Voltage drops were recalculated with more realistic assumptions and the
SLUR setpoint was lowered to 3864 volts on October 9,1989.

This condition is considered to be a condition outside the plant design bcsis t

and is being reported per 10CFR50.73(a)(2)(ii)(B).

CAUSE:

The original low SLUR setpoint was caused by a cognitive personnel error, The
utility design engineer believed the voltage drop between the Engineered
Safeguards Motor Control Centers (ES MCC's) [ED,MCC] and their associeted loads
could be disregarded.

The second error was caused by personnel error. The engineering effort was
focused on making sure the end devices would not see a low voltage. Raising
the setpoint was a conservative decision, for the low voltage concern. The
engineers failed to consider that an operating event would result in the 4160V
buses voltage being reduced and activation of SLURS unnecessarily. This was
discovered while performing voltage drop calculations to support another project.

NaC Penn assA 1680 .
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EVENT ANALYSIS:

The Crystal River Unit 3 (CR-3) Second Level Undervoltage Relay system was
installed in 1983 as a result of NRC evaluations of industry degraded voltage
events. The CR-3 SLUR system is intended to prevent t minimum voltage at the
end device terminals below the manufacturers' recommended minimum voltage for
o)erating equipment for greater than 18 seconds. Since the SLUR system monitors
tie 4160 Volt ES bus phases and not the end device voltage, the setpoint must
be calculated considering the effects of the voltage drops across transformers
and cables between the 4160 Volt bus and its ultimate loads or end devices.
Thus, failure to consider the voltage drop between the ES MCC's and the end
devices may allow operation below the manufacturer's recommended voltage.

The end devices include loads connected directly to the buses, the Decay Heat
closed Cycle Cooling Pumps [BI,P), Control Complex Chillers (KM,CHU)
(undervoltage limit of 414 volts), and loads connected to the ES MCC's. These
loads include valves, 480V/120V transformers, and their respective loads
(typically limited to 102 volts). The loads on the vital bus inverters [EE,INVT]
would not be affected because these loads are backed by batteries (EJ,BTRY).
A degraded voltage sensed at the inverters would not cause a degraded voltage
to occur.at its end devices since the batteries would pick up the load via a high
voltage auctioneer.

An effect of the incorrect setpoint is that the equipment may not have been
protected from a slightly degraded voltage. This would have occurred if the
voltage had degraded below the new setpoint but above the old setpoint. While
it is not Florida Power Corporation's intent to operate in this condition, the
effect on the end devices should be minor because the actual difference in the
old setpoint and the required setpoint is small at the 480 volt and 120 volt
level . The final calculation of the voltage drops between the end devices and
the 4160 Volt buses indicates the setpoint should be 3864 volts compared to the
previous setpoint of 3780 volts. This calculation assumed worst case conditions
and included possible setpoint errors. Using a corrected model for the voltage
drops, 3780 volts correspond to 402 volts at the 460 volt motor terminals and
97.5 volts at the 120 volt devices. While FPC can not conclusively state the
ES equipment on the buses would operate at this slightly lower voltage, it is
unlikely the ES equipment would fail. Additionally, the operators are provided
with an alarm at 3857 volts. If a sustained degraded voltage below this level
cccurred, then the operators would take actions to start and load the diesel
generators (EB,DG) as directed by procedures. Thus, it is unlikely the previous
setpoint would prevent ES equipment from operating as designed or cause any
damage to the ES equipment.

With the SLUR setpoint set too high, spurious actuation of the SLUR relays is
more likely. The interim 3941 volt setpoint would cause spurious separation
from the offsite power supply if an ES actuation occurred while power sources
were also supplying the normal plant loads. This situation existed for a very

""c ''"" *"^1"!E _ _ _ ___ _ _ _ ___. -
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short period of time between October 1st and 9th During this time, ES actuation -
was not possible since High Pressure and Low Pressure Injection Systems were
bypassed and the plant was in MODE 4 (HOT SHUTDOWN) and MODE 5. While in these
MODES, less equipment- is operated and loads on the . buses are lower. . This

'

condition did not degrade plant safety since it was detected and corrected before- 1
power operation and before enabling the automatic-actuation of ES systems. ;

1

CORRECTIVE ACTION:- l

Based on'a preliminary calculation by GCI, CR-3 temporarily lowered the primary
voltage tap from 4160 volts to 4055 volts on the A ES transformer effectively ,

raising the voltage of the secondary side. Upon completion of the calculations
for the new setpoint, FPC concluded the tap change was not necessary. The tap ,

was then re-established at 4160 volts, l

FPC has developed a conservative model of the voltage drops between- the 4160
Volt ES buses and'the 480 volt and 120 volt end devices. Based on this model, ,

CR-3 determined the SLUR setpoint 'on both 4160 Volt ES buses should be 3941
~ivolts. The setpoint was icwered to 3864 volts on October 9,1989 after refining

some of the , conservative assumptions of the calculation.
'

- As a result of the initial error, engineering personnel were counselled on the
need to pay attention to detail and validate assumptions when performing analyses
and calculations.

A degraded voltage event with a nonconservative 4160 volt setpoint may cause
damage to equipment on the ES 480 volt buses. Since this report identifies a
nonconservative setpoint, FPC performed an evaluation - of the minor degraded ,

voltage event described in LER 89-013. 'The evaluation determined that the event
described in LER 89-013 did not damage the equipment on the 480 volt buses.

FPC will also revalidate the major safety related electrical calculations for
the ES buses as described in FPC's letter dated October 20, 1989. Upon
completion of the Electrical Calculation Enhancement Program, controls will be 4

established to use this program during review of future modifications and to
maintain the program as a living document.

i

'
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PREVIOUS SIMILAR EVENTS: i

Crystal River Unit 3 has written five LER's since 1987 describing engineering "

design errors. LER 87-007 identified a- deficiency in the SLUR design which-
violated the diesel generator block loading design which was caused by an i

engineering oversight. LER 87-019 ~ identified errors in the engineering
assumptions used to calculate diesel generator loads which contributed to loading
the emergency diesel generators beyond the 30 minute rating. LER 87-020 -

described how an incorrect assumption led to specifying the wrong limit for the -(intake canal temperature in the Technical Specifications. LER 89-013 described
an Emergency Diesel Generator actuation due to Unit 1 & 2 Startup Transformer
overloading. More recently, -LER 89-032 identified that incorrect engineering
assumptions had caused CR-3 to exceed the station battery design load profile.
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